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Model evaluations against data from multiple datasets show
Geoscientific
that the updated aging scheme
improves model simulations
Instrumentation
of carbonaceous aerosols
for some regions, especially for
the remote areas in the Northern
Hemisphere.
Methods
and The improvement helps explain the persistent low model bias for carbonaData Systems
ceous aerosols in the Northern Hemisphere reported in literature. Further model sensitivity simulations focusing on the
continental outflow of carbonaceous aerosols demonstrate
that previous studies usingGeoscientific
the old aging scheme could have
significantly underestimated
the intercontinental transport of
Model Development
carbonaceous aerosols.
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Carbonaceous aerosols, including both elemental carbon
(EC) (also called black carbon, BC) and organic carbon (OC)
(Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Park et al., 2003) play important
roles in affecting the climate directly and indirectly (BalkaOcean Science
nski et al., 2010; Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Lohmann
et al., 2000; Schulz et al., 2006). They also make significant contributions to particulate matter (PM), an important
air pollutant in surface air (US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), 2007). A recent assessment finds BC to be the
second most important contributor
anthropogenic warmSolidtoEarth
ing after carbon dioxide with a forcing of 1.1 W m−2 that has
a large uncertainty of 90 % (Bond et al., 2013).
Open Access
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Abstract. Carbonaceous aerosols including organic carbon
and black carbon have significant implications for both climate and air quality. In the current global climate or chemical
transport models, a fixed hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion lifetime for carbonaceous aerosol (τ ) is generally
assumed, which is usually around one day. We have implemented a new detailed aging scheme for carbonaceous
aerosols in a chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem) to
account for both the chemical oxidation and the physical
condensation-coagulation effects, where τ is affected by local atmospheric environment including atmospheric concentrations of water vapor, ozone, hydroxyl radical and sulfuric
acid. The updated τ exhibits large spatial and temporal variations with the global average (up to 11 km altitude) calculated to be 2.6 days. The chemical aging effects are found to
be strongest over the tropical regions driven by the low ozone
concentrations and high humidity there. The τ resulted from
chemical aging generally decreases with altitude due to increases in ozone concentration and decreases in humidity.
The condensation-coagulation effects are found to be most
important for the high-latitude areas, in particular the polar
regions, where the τ values are calculated to be up to 15 days.
When both the chemical aging and condensation-coagulation
effects are considered, the total atmospheric burdens and
global average lifetimes of BC, black carbon, (OC, organic
carbon) are calculated to increase by 9 % (3 %) compared
to the control simulation, with considerable enhancements
of BC and OC concentrations in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Major sources of carbonaceous aerosols include direct
emissions from fossil fuel combustion, biomass and biofuel
burning as well as photochemical oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Fresh emitted or newly formed
carbonaceous aerosols generally have low solubility (Kondo
et al., 2007). However, various physical and chemical processes in the atmosphere can convert the hydrophobic carbonaceous aerosols to hydrophilic ones (Croft et al., 2005;
Kanakidou et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2011). Globally it is estimated that wet scavenging provides the dominant sink for
carbonaceous aerosols in the atmosphere (Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Park et al., 2003). Since hydrophobic aerosols are
more susceptible to wet scavenging, the conversion of carbonaceous aerosols from hydrophobic to hydrophilic ones
can significantly affect the distribution and burden of carbonaceous aerosols in the atmosphere.
Global models for simulations of climate or atmospheric
composition have generally assumed a simplified uniform
lifetime (τ ) for carbonaceous aerosols to convert from hydrophobic to hydrophilic ones, which is usually around 1
day (with a range of 1–2.5 days; see literatures in Table 1).
Previous studies on the regional budget and intercontinental
transport of carbonaceous aerosols have also used this simplified assumption (Fu et al., 2009; Heald et al., 2006; Liao et
al., 2007; Park et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2011). Furthermore,
aerosol transport models underestimate the observed global
average BC measurements and suggest that the uniform lifetime treatment of BC aging may be contributing to this low
bias (Bond et al., 2013).
On the other hand, recent chamber studies have shown that
the aging of carbonaceous aerosols would be affected by local atmospheric environment such as ozone oxidation and
water vapor inhibition (Pöschl et al., 2001), which implies
that the hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion rate would
vary both spatially and temporally. In the study of Pöschl
et al. (2001), the coating of soot particles by the oxidation
of benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) with ozone leads to the particles’
conversion from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, while water vapor serves as an inhibitor by competitive adsorption. In addition, physical processes, such as condensation and coagulation, also make important contributions to the aging of
aerosols. The aging of soot particles by these processes at
a polluted region is simulated by Riemer et al. (2004), with
condensation of sulfuric acid onto the surface of soot particles dominant during daytime while coagulation being an
important process during nighttime. The e-folding aging lifetimes are approximately 8 h below 250 m during daytime,
with 2 h between 250 m and 3000 m. During nighttime, the
aging timescale was found to be 10–40 h on average. These
aging timescales are further employed by Croft et al. (2005)
in a global model to estimate the global lifetime and burden of BC. However, the parameterization for this scheme
tends to strongly depend on the regional case that was chosen by Riemer et al. (2004), which is not appropriate for
global model parameterization and thus could result in larger
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

uncertainties at GCM scales. By contrast, Liu et al. (2011)
proposed a new condensation-coagulation scheme to globally simulate the aging rate of BC by assuming it is proportional to the gas concentration of sulfuric acid that is
produced from the oxidation of SO2 by hydroxyl radicals
(OH) in the ambient air. As a result, the lifetime of BC in
the model is predicted to be temporally and spatially variable, which improved the model performance in terms of
comparisons to surface observations as well as aircraft campaigns. Maria et al. (2004) reported observations that the
average hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion rate for organic aerosols was at least three times lower than the value
widely used in climate models (τ ∼ 1 day), which would potentially increase the burden of carbonaceous aerosols by
70 % in climate models.
In this work, based on chamber study results from Pöschl
et al. (2001), we first implement a new chemical oxidation
aging mechanism for carbonaceous aerosols’ hydrophobic
to hydrophilic conversion in a chemical transport model,
GEOS-Chem. We also follow Liu et al. (2011) to account for
the condensation-coagulation aging effects. Finally, a combined aging scheme accounting for both the chemical oxidation and physical processes is applied in the model. Model
simulation results for atmospheric carbonaceous aerosols
with the updated aging mechanism are compared with observations of black carbon and organic carbon to evaluate the
improvement in model performance over the standard version. The implications of this updated aging mechanism for
model simulated global distribution, budgets, and long-range
transport of carbonaceous aerosols are also examined with
sensitivity studies.

2

Approach and model descriptions

We use the GEOS-Chem chemical transport model (CTM)
(Bey et al., 2001), which is a global three-dimensional model
driven by assimilated meteorological data from the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) of the NASA Global
Modeling Assimilation Office (http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/
geos/index.html). We use GEOS-Chem v8-02-02 with resolution of 4◦ latitude by 5◦ longitude, and 47 vertical layers.
GEOS-Chem contains a fully coupled Ozone-NOx -VOCAerosol chemistry mechanism (Park et al., 2004). We run the
model from June 2004 to December 2005, with year 2004 as
spin-up runs and 2005 results for final analysis.
Anthropogenic emissions (including emissions from fossil
fuel and biofuel combustion) for both BC (4.53 Tg C yr−1 )
and OC (9.33 Tg C yr−1 ) are based on Bond et al. (2007)
for the year 2000. In the standard version of GEOS-Chem,
freshly emitted BC and OC are treated as hydrophobic and
hydrophilic components, with 80 % hydrophobic BC and
50 % hydrophobic OC (Chin et al., 2002; Cooke et al., 1999;
Park et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2011). For biomass burning emission inventory, we use the Global Fire Emission
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Table 1. Model simulated global budgets of carbonaceous aerosols.
Reference

Aging
timescale

BC lifetime
(days)

BC burden
(Tg C)

OC lifetime
(days)

OC burden
(Tg C)

This study, with old aging
scheme
This study, with OXD
This study, with CC
This study, with OCC
This study, with TRIPLE
Mann et al. (2012)
Liu et al. (2011)
Colarco et al. (2010)
Jacobson (2010)
Vignati et al. (2010)
Koch et al. (2009)
Liu et al. (2009)
Pierce et al. (2007)
Koch and Hansen (2005)
Liu et al. (2005)
Croft et al. (2005)
Easter et al. (2004)
Cooke et al. (2002)
Chin et al. (2002)
Chung and Seinfeld (2002)
Koch (2001)

1.15 days

5.82

0.117

4.58

0.537

depends on [O3 ], [H2 O]
depends on [OH]
depends on [O3 ], [H2 O], [OH]
3.45 days
microphysics
depends on [OH]
2.5 days
microphysics
microphysics
1 day
1.6 days
1.5 days
1 day
microphysics
depends on [O3 ], [H2 O]
microphysics
1.15 days
1.2 days
1.15 days
depends on sulfate
production
1.15 days
1.6 days
depends on sulfate
production

7.61
7.29
6.31
8.32
4.76
9.5
8.82
4.7
6.2
9.2
5.8
8.48
7.30
3.3
9.5
5.9
4.29
6.2
6.4
4.40

0.153
0.146
0.127
0.167
0.100
0.20
0.174
0.127
0.14
0.18
0.17
0.19
0.22
0.12
0.209
0.16
0.06
0.32
0.22
0.15

5.35
5.18
4.70
5.70
4.59
NA
6.9
NA
NA
NA
5.3
4.80
NA
3.2
NA
5.5
3.39
5.1
5.3
3.86

0.626
0.606
0.551
0.667
0.87
NA
0.929
NA
NA
NA
0.83
0.80
NA
0.98
NA
0.99
0.13
1.5
1.2
0.95

5.29∗
7.85
3.88

0.073∗
0.30
0.13

4.54∗
NA
NA

0.087∗
NA
NA

Cooke et al. (1999)
Cooke and Wilson (1996)
Liousse et al. (1996)

∗ Only accounting for BC and OC from fossil fuel.

Database version 2 (GFED2) (van der Werf et al., 2006), with
annual BC and OC emissions to be 2.80 and 21.98 Tg C, respectively. Biogenic emissions of VOCs are calculated using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from
Nature (MEGAN) scheme (Guenther et al., 2006). Following Chin et al. (2002) and Park et al. (2003), we assume
that there is around 10 % of organic carbon aerosol yield
(11.46 Tg C yr−1 ) from terpines.
Dry deposition of aerosols in GEOS-Chem uses a standard resistance-in-series scheme from Wesely’s model (Wesely, 1989; Wang et al., 1998). Wet scavenging follows the
scheme used by Liu et al. (2001), including scavenging in
convective updraft, rainout (in-cloud) and washout (belowcloud) from convective anvils and large-scale precipitation.
To investigate the sensitivity of model simulated carbonaceous aerosols to the chemical oxidation aging scheme,
we firstly implement a new aging mechanism for carbonaceous aerosol’s hygroscopic growth in the GEOS-Chem
model based on results from a chamber study (Pöschl et al.,
2001) to account for the oxidation of organic compounds by
ozone while water vapor serves as inhibitor. With the same
scheme as used by Tsigaridis and Kanakidou (2003), we im-

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/

plemented in GEOS-Chem the experiment-based formulation for the turnover rate from hydrophobic to hydrophilic,
which is
τOXD =

1
1+KO3 [O3 ] +KH2 O [H2 O]
=
,
kOXD
K∞ KO3 [O3 ]

(1)

where τOXD is the hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion
lifetime for carbonaceous aerosols; subscript OXD represents oxidation aging scheme; kOXD is the rate coefficient
for oxidation aging scheme; [O3 ] and [H2 O] are the concentrations for O3 and H2 O in the atmosphere, respectively;
K∞ is pseudo-first-order decay rate coefficient in the limit
of high ozone concentrations, which is set to be 0.015 s−1
based on experiment data; KO3 is the adsorption rate coefficient of O3 and KH2 O is the adsorption rate coefficient of
H2 O, with experimentally optimized values of 2.8 × 10−13
and 2.1 × 10−17 cm3 , respectively, which are given by
Ki =

S0,i ωi
τi ,
4 [SS]s

(2)

where So,i is the sticking coefficient of O3 and H2 O, with
value 3.3×10−3 and 0.4×10−3 , respectively; ωi is the mean
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013
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thermal velocity; [SS]s is the surface concentration of adsorption sites for the studied soot particles and measured to
be 5.7 × 1014 site cm−2 ; τi is the mean residence time of O3
and H2 O on particle surface sites, measured to be 5 s and
3×10−3 s, respectively. Following Croft et al. (2005), we apply a physical shielding factor of 0.01 to account for the fact
that the oxidized coating materials are not homogenously distributed on the surface of the aerosol.
Following Liu et al. (2011), the condensation-coagulation
aging scheme is also investigated. The condensation of sulfuric acid gas onto the surface of particles leads to the conversion of carbonaceous aerosols from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. The conversion rate of particles by condensation is
proportional to the sulfuric acid gas concentration, which is
kCC = (Dg M/ρRδc ) · [H2 SO4 ]g ,

(3)

where kCC is the rate coefficient for condensationcoagulation aging scheme; subscript of CC represents
condensation-coagulation; [H2 SO4 ]g is the gas concentration
of H2 SO4 in the air; Dg is the diffusivity of H2 SO4 in the
atmosphere; M and ρ are the molecular weight and particlephase density of H2 SO4 ; R is the mass median radius of hydrophobic carbonaceous aerosols; δc is the equivalent coating
thickness for the carbonaceous aerosols to take the critical
soluble mass into account.
The reaction of SO2 with OH produces H2 SO4 in the air.
The steady state concentration of H2 SO4 in the air is derived
as
k1 [OH] [SO2 ]
,
(4)
[H2 SO4 ]g = P
4πDg ri
i

where k1 is the reaction rate coefficient for SO2 + OH; [OH]
and [SO2 ] are gas concentrations of hydroxyl radicals and
sulfur dioxide in the ambient air; i represents
each particle
P
in the air and ri is the particle radius;
ri is the sum of
i

all particle radiuses in each grid box. Combining Eqs. (3)
and (4), we have


k1 M[SO2 ] 

kCC = β · [OH] where β = P
.
4πRδc ri

(5)

i

Taking coagulation effect into account, Eq. (5) becomes
kCC = β · [OH] + α,

(6)

where β and α are assumed to be constant, with values 4.6 × 10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 and 5.8 × 10−7 s−1 .
With a globally average concentration of OH of about
106 molecules cm−3 , β is derived by assuming an e-folding
aging time of 2.5 days; α is estimated by assuming e-folding
lifetime for coagulation is 20 days.
With Eq. (6), we obtain
τCC =

1
,
β · [OH] + α

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

(7)

Fig. 1. Definition of Asia region for intercontinental transport study
(longitude 63–150◦ E and latitude 10–58◦ N).

where τCC is the e-folding conversion lifetime from the
condensation-coagulation scheme.
To consider the combined aging effects from oxidation and
condensation-coagulation, the conversion rate is
kOCC =

1
τOCC

= kOXD + kCC ,

(8)

where kOCC and τOCC are the rate coefficient and e-folding
conversion lifetime for the combined aging scheme, respectively.
In addition to the control run using the a priori τ0 fixed at
1.15 days in the standard version of GEOS-Chem, we also
carried out a sensitivity run by simply tripling the fixed conversion lifetime to 3.45 days (referred as TRIPLE). Results
from the TRIPLE run are compared to the control run as well
as the new aging schemes to offer an additional quick reference point for model simulations of carbonaceous aerosols.
The changes in carbonaceous aerosols’ lifetime could have
significant implications for the long-range transport of carbonaceous aerosols. To examine the potential impacts of
the updated aging schemes on the intercontinental transport
of carbonaceous aerosols, we set up sensitivity model runs
where emissions of carbonaceous aerosols outside of the
Asian region are turned off in the model. For the purpose
of this study, we define the Asian region spanning longitudes
63 to 150◦ E and latitudes 10 to 58◦ N, as shown in Fig. 1.
These sensitivity simulations allow us to evaluate and compare the continental outflow of carbonaceous aerosols from
Asia with the old and updated aging schemes, respectively.
3
3.1

Results
Impacts of the oxidation aging mechanism on model
simulations of carbonaceous aerosol

Figure 2a shows the hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion
lifetime τ for carbonaceous aerosol in surface air calculated with the oxidation aging mechanism. The longest lifetimes are found in the tropical areas, reflecting low ozone
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Fig. 2b. Zonal mean plot for hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion
lifetime for carbonaceous aerosol by oxidation aging scheme.
Fig. 2a. Model calculated hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion
lifetime for carbonaceous aerosols in surface air by oxidation aging
scheme. OXD (hereinafter) represents oxidation aging scheme.

concentration and high humidity there, which is consistent with the simulation output by Tsigaridis and Kanakidou (2003). The global average value of τ is calculated to
be around 4 days in surface air, which is significantly longer
than the simplified parameter of 1.15 days as commonly used
in contemporary atmospheric models (Fu et al., 2009; Heald
et al., 2006; Liao et al., 2007; Park et al., 2003; Wang et al.,
2011).
Figure 2b shows the zonal mean plot for τ , with the highest value found in the lower tropical troposphere. The lifetimes generally decrease with altitude, due to increases in
ozone concentration and decreases in specific humidity with
altitude. The global average value for τ is calculated to be
approximately 3.1 days. Compared to the control runs, the
decreased hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion rates imply
suppressed wet scavenging and hence increased atmospheric
lifetimes of BC and OC with the oxidation aging mechanism.
The global average lifetimes of BC and OC calculated with
the oxidation aging mechanism (7.61 days for BC and 5.35
days for OC) are significantly higher than those calculated
in the control simulation, by 31 and 17 %, respectively (Table 1). Consequently, the global burden of BC and OC are
also found to be higher with the oxidation aging mechanism
(by 31 and 17 %, respectively). The oxidation aging scheme
also puts our calculated lifetime and burden of BC and OC
on the high end in comparison to literature studies on carbonaceous aerosols (Table 1).
We examine the impacts of the oxidation aging scheme on
model calculated surface BC concentrations in Fig. 3a. With
the oxidation aging scheme, increases in surface BC concentrations by up to 0.16 µg C m−3 are observed over South Asia,
South America and African areas. These regions have high
emissions of BC and also strong precipitation, which make
the model simulated BC particularly sensitive to the aging
mechanism used. The global burden of BC increased by almost 31 % compared with the control run (Table 1). The ratio plot in Fig. 3a shows that the oxidation aging mechanism
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/

Fig. 3a. Model simulated annual mean surface BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run versus the control run. (Upper left) BC concentrations from the control run; (upper right) BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run using the oxidation aging scheme; (lower
left) differences between the sensitivity run and control run results;
(lower right) ratio between sensitivity run and control run results.

can lead to large increases in model simulated BC concentrations over the tropics and southern oceans with the surface
BC concentrations over the tropics more than doubled.
Similar impacts are found on the model simulated OC concentrations with the oxidation aging mechanism (Fig. 3b). In
particular, the highest concentration of surface OC concentration is predicted to increase by 0.67 µg C m−3 over Asia,
with the maximum ratio value up to 2.8 found over the tropical oceans. The global burden of OC concentration from
oxidation aging scheme increases by almost 17 % (Table 1),
which implies more cooling effect of OC on climate forcing
(Haywood and Boucher, 2000).
Global distributions of model simulated BC and OC
are shown in zonal means in Fig. 3c and d, respectively.
For BC (Fig. 3c), the highest concentrations are found
over the northern midlatitudes near the surface due to the
BC sources from combustion of fossil fuel, with a second peak happening near the tropics, indicating the importance of biomass burning (Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). With the oxidation aging
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013
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Fig. 3b. Same as Fig. 3a but for OC.

Fig. 3d. Same as Fig. 3b but for zonal mean.

Fig. 3c. Same as Fig. 3a but for zonal mean.

Fig. 4a. Model calculated hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion lifetime for carbonaceous aerosols in surface air by
condensation-coagulation aging scheme. CC (hereinafter) represents condensation-coagulation aging scheme.

mechanism, the concentrations of BC increase by more than
20 % in the middle and upper atmosphere, with the largest
perturbations found in the upper atmosphere (more than double). The strongest perturbations to model simulated OC
with the oxidation aging scheme are found over the tropics
(Fig. 3d), reflecting the strong sources of OC from biomass
burning and biogenic emissions. OC concentrations in the
tropical upper troposphere are calculated to increase by a factor of 4 with the oxidation aging scheme.
3.2

Impacts of the condensation-coagulation aging
mechanism on model simulations of carbonaceous
aerosol

The τ values calculated using the condensation-coagulation
aging scheme strongly depend on the distributions of OH
concentrations. Due to the low concentrations of OH at high
latitudes, the longest τ values are found over the polar regions (Fig. 4a), which is consistent with the findings by Liu
et al. (2011). High τ values are also found in the Amazon
region, South Asia and West Africa. Compared to the control simulation, the τ values at the northern midlatitudes are
generally increased by more than 4 times, implying lower
aging rates for primary carbonaceous aerosols from the anAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

thropogenic emissions and more hydrophobic aerosols existing in the atmosphere. Figure 4b shows the zonal mean
plot for τ values with the lowest values found in the tropical upper troposphere, reflecting the high OH concentration
there. Overall, this aging scheme leads to 25 % increases in
the global atmospheric burden (0.146 Tg) and lifetime (7.29
days) of BC when compared with the control simulation (Table 1). The global burden of atmospheric OC is 0.607 Tg,
with lifetime of 5.18 days, which increases by 13 % from the
control runs. As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the oxidation aging
scheme increases the burdens and lifetimes of BC and OC,
compared with the condensation-coagulation aging scheme,
implying lower aging efficiency.
With the condensation-coagulation aging scheme, model
simulated surface BC concentrations are shown in Fig. 5a.
Compared with the control run, increases BC concentrations
are observed over South America, South Africa, southeastern Asia and high latitudes of the North Hemisphere, by up
to 0.05 µg C m−3 . Ratio plot shows that this aging scheme increases the BC surface concentrations at both Poles by over
a factor of 2. Similar impacts are found for model simulated
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Fig. 4b. Zonal mean plot for hydrophobic to hydrophilic conversion lifetime for carbonaceous aerosol by condensation-coagulation
aging scheme.

Fig. 5a. Model simulated annual mean surface BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run versus the control run. (Upper left) BC concentrations from the control run; (upper right) BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run using the condensation-coagulation aging
scheme; (lower left) differences between the sensitivity run and control run results; (lower right) ratio between sensitivity run and control run results.

Fig. 5b. Same as Fig. 5a but for OC.

Fig. 5c. Same as Fig. 5a but for zonal mean.

OC are found at the Arctic and Antarctic regions as well as
upper troposphere by a factor of 2–4.
3.3

OC concentrations in surface air, with largest increases by
up to 0.25 µg C m−3 over South America, South Africa and
South Asia (Fig. 5b). Ratio plot shows that OC surface concentrations at remote regions increase by a factor of 1.7.
Global zonal mean plots for BC and OC are shown in
Fig. 5c and d, respectively. They reflect that the concentrations of BC and OC at the Arctic regions are significantly
strengthened, which means that the burdens of carbonaceous
aerosols in the Arctic is larger than the control runs and the
magnitude of the impact of anthropogenic emissions from
lower latitudes on the Arctic is larger, compared with the control runs. This is justified by global models, which always underestimate the carbonaceous aerosols against aircraft campaigns as well as long-term surface observations (Chung and
Seinfeld, 2002; Heald et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Liu
et al., 2011). Similar to the oxidation aging scheme, OC
concentrations at the tropical regions are strengthened due
to strong emissions of biomass burning as well as biogenic
emissions there. Strongest perturbations to simulated BC and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Impact of the combined and TRIPLE aging schemes

The combined aging scheme accounts for both the chemical
oxidation and the physical condensation-coagulation aging.
With the combined aging scheme, global burdens of BC and
OC (0.127 Tg for BC and 0.551 Tg for OC) are found to be
slightly higher than the control simulation by 9 and 3 %, with
global average BC and OC lifetimes to be 6.31 and 4.70 days,
respectively (Table 1).
Compared with the control runs, surface concentrations
of BC and OC in Chinese regions decrease by up to
0.06 and 0.16 µg C m−3 , while increase by up to 0.02 and
0.06 µg C m−3 in southeastern Asia and South America, respectively (Fig. 6a and b). The ratio plots in Fig. 6a, b show
that the percentage changes of surface BC and OC concentrations are within 20 and 15 %, with negative change in remote
areas of the Northern Hemisphere and positive change in remote regions of the Southern Hemisphere, compared with
the control runs. Figure 6c and d show the combined aging
scheme leads to decreased model simulated BC and OC in
the troposphere of the Northern Hemisphere by up to 0.005
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013
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Fig. 5d. Same as Fig. 5b but for zonal mean.

Fig. 6b. Same as Fig. 6a but for OC.

Fig. 6a. Model simulated annual mean surface BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run versus the control run. (Upper left) BC concentrations from the control run; (upper right) BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run using the combined aging scheme; (lower
left) differences between the sensitivity run and control run results;
(lower right) ratio between sensitivity run and control run results.
OCC (hereinafter) represents the combined aging scheme.

Fig. 6c. Same as Fig. 6a but for zonal mean.

and 0.007 µg C m−3 . In contrast, the model simulated BC and
OC concentrations increase in the Southern Hemisphere. The
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion lifetimes calculated
with the combined aging scheme are generally higher in the
Southern Hemisphere than the Northern Hemisphere.
With the TRIPLE aging scheme, the global average atmospheric lifetimes of BC and OC (8.32 days for BC and
5.70 days for OC), similar to the results from the combined
aging scheme, are significantly higher than those calculated
in the control simulation, by 43 and 24 %, respectively (Table 1). Meanwhile, BC and OC burdens are calculated to
be 0.167 and 0.667 Tg, which are higher than the oxidation,
condensation-coagulation and combined aging schemes.
We examine the impacts of the TRIPLE aging scheme
on model simulated surface BC concentrations in Fig. 7a.
Increases of surface BC concentrations are found to be at
the source regions by up to 0.19 µg C m−3 . Ratio plot shows
that largest perturbations are observed at remote areas (more
than double), which implies the importance of the longAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

range transport. Similar results are found for model calculated global OC surface concentrations (Fig. 7b), with the
largest increases found to be 0.85 µg C m−3 in South Asia,
which implies that model performance is highly sensitive to
the τ values at source regions.
With the TRIPLE aging scheme, global distributions of
model simulated BC and OC are shown in Fig. 7c and d,
respectively. BC and OC concentrations, in the lower troposphere of the Northern Hemisphere, are found to increase by
up to 0.018 and 0.058 µg C m−3 , respectively, with the largest
perturbations found in the upper troposphere for both BC and
OC (more than double).
3.4

Comparison with observations

Ground-based Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual
Environments (IMPROVE) observational data in 2005 (http:
//views.cira.colostate.edu/web/), surface observations from
China Atmosphere Watch Network (CAWNET) in 2006
(Zhang et al., 2008) and the BC/OC campaign during 2002–
2003 in Europe by the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) (http://www.nilu.no/projects/ccc/
emepdata.html) are employed to evaluate the global carbonaceous aerosol simulation results from the control run and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Fig. 6d. Same as Fig. 6b but for zonal mean.

Fig. 7b. Same as Fig. 7a but for OC.

Fig. 7a. Model simulated annual mean surface BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run versus the control run. (Upper left) BC concentrations from the control run; (upper right) BC concentrations
from the sensitivity run using the TRIPLE aging scheme; (lower
left) differences between the sensitivity run and control run results;
(lower right) ratio between sensitivity run and control run results.

Fig. 7c. Same as Fig. 7a but for zonal mean.

updated aging scheme simulations. For the purpose of comparison to measurements, we treat BC equivalent to EC in
this study although different measurement techniques, such
as thermal technique for EC and photo-absorption for BC,
could sometimes result in significant mass concentration differences (Jeong et al., 2004). Observational sites from these
three observational networks are shown in Fig. 8. We use the
annual mean data for BC and OC in 2005 to compare with
observations by assuming that the interannual variability is
small. Additionally, we use aircraft campaigns, Asian Pacific
Regional Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE-Asia)
in April 2001 (Huebert et al., 2004) and the first deployment of Hiaper Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO1) (http:
//hippo.ucar.edu) in January 2009 (Schwarz et al., 2010), to
compare with the vertical distributions of model calculated
carbonaceous aerosols by the above aging schemes.
Surface concentrations of BC and OC from models and
selected sites of IMPROVE are shown in Fig. 9a and b. Annual mean BC and OC from control simulations are generally
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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underestimated by a factor of 2, which are consistent with
other model findings (Park et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2011).
With the updated aging schemes, model simulated BC and
OC improve the underestimate within a factor of 1.5, except
the combined aging scheme. The comparisons of BC surface
concentrations against observations from EMEP are shown
in Fig. 9a. The model generally captures well BC concentrations, except at four sites located in Italy, Belgium, Portugal and Great Britain. Without these four sites, our updated aging schemes, especially the TRIPLE aging scheme,
almost bring model simulated BC equal to observations. By
contrast, the control simulation largely underestimates OC
(more than 6 times), even the updated aging schemes (except the combined aging scheme) only slightly improve the
model performance within a factor of 6 (Fig. 9b). This can
be explained that open fire emissions are probably underestimated by the model emission inventory because open fires
are the dominant source of OC. The scenario is even worse
at the CAWNET of China. The control simulation significantly underestimates BC and OC by a factor of 7 and 16,
respectively (Fig. 9a, b). This is mainly due to the underestimates of anthropogenic emissions and seasonal fire activities
in South Asia (Wang et al., 2011). Wang et al. (2011) doubled
the anthropogenic emissions in Asia but still got a low bias
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013
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Fig. 7d. Same as Fig. 7b but for zonal mean.

Fig. 9a. Scatter plots for annual mean BC between model simulation results and observations from IMPROVE, EMEP, CAWNET
and remote sites. Black circles represent control simulation results,
with TRIPLE, oxidation, condensation-coagulation and combined
aging schemes are shown by purple, red, green and orange circles,
respectively. Slope (K) and correlation coefficients (R 2 ) between
observation and control simulation are shown in each panel.

Fig. 8. Observational sites from CAWNET (red circles), EMEP
(purple circles) and IMPROVE (green circles). Remote sites HAVO,
HALE and DENALI are from IMPROVE with orange circles.

of model simulated BC, compared with CAWNET observations. This implies that the anthropogenic emission sources
in China should be more than double.
Model simulated BC and OC concentrations in surface air
at three remote sites are compared with observational data
from the IMPROVE network: the Hawaii Volcanoes National
Park (HAVO) (19.4◦ N, 155.3◦ W), the Haleakala National
Park (HALE) (20.8◦ N, 156.3◦ W) and Denali National Park
(DENALI) (63.7◦ N, 149◦ W). The annual mean concentrations of BC and OC for 2005 are used in the comparison.
Compared to the control run, the simulation with oxidation
aging scheme increases the annual mean concentration of BC
and OC at HAVO by approximately 38 and 30 %, respectively (Fig. 9a, b). The TRIPLE aging scheme increases the
simulated BC and OC concentrations by 80 and 59 %, respectively, compared to the control run, leading to the best
agreement with observations. The TRIPLE aging considerably improves the model performance, although it still underestimates the observations by a factor of 2. Identifying
the causes for the remaining model underestimates of carbonaceous aerosols is beyond the scope of this study, but
one likely source for OC that is missing in our model is
sea salt. It has been reported that there are around 10 % of
sea salt aerosols containing organic compounds during the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

Fig. 9b. Same as Fig. 9a but for OC.

First Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE 1) by analyzing the composition of marine particles under various environmental conditions (Middlebrook et al., 1998). Cavalli
et al. (2004) reported even higher fraction of organic compounds in marine aerosols during a phytoplankton bloom period in the North Atlantic, with 54 and 4 % of organic compounds in marine aerosols under submicron and supermicron
modes, respectively. Global models estimate that the marine
OC emission source is around 8–9 Tg C yr−1 (Meskhidze
et al., 2011; Spracklen et al., 2008), which is further confirmed by ship campaigns (9 Tg C yr−1 ) reported by Lapina
et al. (2011).
The model simulated vertical profiles of BC and OC
are compared against observations from the aircraft campaign ACE-Asia in April 2001 (Huebert et al., 2004) in
Fig. 10. With the TRIPLE aging scheme, model simulated
BC and OC are found to increase by ∼ 64 and ∼ 45 % respectively, from the control run at 4–6 km altitude. By contrast, model simulated BC and OC with the oxidation aging
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Fig. 10. Vertical profiles of BC and OC from model simulations and
aircraft campaigns. (a) BC from NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft campaign in ACE-Asia (latitude 25–45◦ N); (b) OC from NSF/NCAR
C-130 aircraft campaign in ACE-Asia (latitude 25–45◦ N); (c) BC
from NSF/NCAR GV in HIPPO1 (latitude 20–60◦ S); (d) BC from
NSF/NCAR GV in HIPPO1 (latitude 60–67◦ S). Model and observational data are averaged over 1 km altitude bins. Simulation data
is sampled along the track of both campaigns, with the same month
of campaigns but in the year 2005 in terms of monthly mean value.

scheme are found to increase by ∼ 15 and ∼ 13 % at the same
altitude range, with similar results for the condensationcoagulation aging scheme. However, even with the updated
aging schemes, the model still significantly underestimates
BC and OC throughout the 0–6 km altitude range. We also
compared the model simulated BC vertical profiles in the remote Pacific of the Southern Hemisphere against measurements from the HIPPO1 campaign (Schwarz et al., 2010)
(Fig. 10). In contrast to the comparison over the Northern
Hemisphere regions, we find that the model results tend to
overestimate the BC concentrations (Fig. 10), which is consistent with results of the ensemble models from the AEROCOM intercomparison study (Schwarz et al., 2010). As
a consequence, the updated aging schemes would lead to
larger model-data discrepancies since they would result in
higher BC concentrations compared to the control run. One
exception is for the 2–4 km altitudes over the 20◦ S and 60◦ S
latitude bins (Fig. 10c) where the GEOS-Chem model simulations show reasonable agreement with measured BC. For
this specific region, the updated aging schemes would improve the model-data comparison.
3.5

Effect of the TRIPLE aging scheme on model
simulated intercontinental transport of BC and OC

The large perturbations to the global distributions of BC and
OC and the improved model simulation results in the Northern Hemisphere with the TRIPLE aging scheme imply that
the intercontinental transport of BC and OC could be significantly underestimated in previous modeling studies. We
examined the potential impacts of the TRIPLE aging scheme
on model simulated continental outflow from Asia with senwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Fig. 11a. Impacts of the TRIPLE aging scheme on model calculated
continental outflow of annual mean BC from Asia (the global BC
emissions except those over Asia are turned off in the model simulations). (Upper left) Surface BC concentrations from the control
run; (upper right) surface BC concentrations from the sensitivity run
with the TRIPLE aging scheme; (lower left) differences between the
sensitivity run and control run; (lower right) ratio between the sensitivity run and control run.

sitivity studies where only emissions from the Asian region
(as defined in Fig. 1) are turned on in the model. Figure 11a
compares the model calculated surface BC concentrations
between the control and TRIPLE aging scheme runs. The
largest increases, by up to 0.15 µg C m−3 , are found over the
source regions, which is consistent with the sensitivity simulation results discussed in Sect. 3.1.
With the TRIPLE aging scheme, the contribution of Asian
emission to the annual mean surface BC (the lowermost
layer) in the United States is about 0.006 µg C m−3 , which is
approximately a factor of 2 higher than that from the control
run. Similar results are found for OC aerosols in the surface
air (Fig. 11b). The maximum difference between the control
and the TRIPLE aging scheme simulation for OC in surface
air is approximately 0.2 µg C m−3 . The ratio plots in Fig. 11a
and b show that the largest perturbations to surface BC and
OC are found in areas far away from the source regions. This
reflects that the impacts of the updated aging scheme on simulated BC and OC become more prominent after long-range
transport where the BC and OC aerosols experience aging
and wet scavenging.
The effects of the TRIPLE aging scheme on long-range
transport of carbonaceous aerosols can also be examined
through the zonal mean plots (Fig. 11c, d). Compared to the
control run, BC concentrations in the northern middle troposphere double with the TRIPLE aging scheme. Similar results are found for OC. This again reflects that the TRIPLE
aging scheme has more implications on areas further away
from the source regions.
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Fig. 11b. Same as Fig. 11a but for OC.

Fig. 11c. Same as Fig. 11a but for zonal mean.

4

Conclusions and discussion

We have implemented updated aging mechanisms for carbonaceous aerosols in GEOS-Chem by accounting for both
the chemical oxidation and the physical condensationcoagulation effects. The chemical aging is affected by
local atmospheric environment including O3 concentration and humidity, based on results from chamber studies
(Pöschl et al., 2001; Tsigaridis and Kanakidou, 2003). The
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion lifetimes of carbonaceous aerosols due to chemical aging exhibit large spatial and
temporal variation with the global average calculated to be
3.1 days, which is much longer than the parameter commonly
used in global models. The longest conversion lifetimes are
found in the tropical areas such as the Amazon forest, reflecting the low ozone concentration and high humidity there. The
conversion lifetime generally decreases with altitude due to
increases in ozone concentration and decreases in water vapor concentration.
The oxidation aging mechanism has significant impacts
on the model simulations of carbonaceous aerosols, with increases in model simulated concentrations of BC and OC by
up to 0.16 and 0.67 µg C m−3 , respectively. The largest effects are found for the tropical upper troposphere, where the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 6329–6343, 2013

Fig. 11d. Same as Fig. 11b but for zonal mean.

carbonaceous aerosol concentrations more than double compared to the control simulation. The calculated global burden
of BC and OC increases by 31 and 17 %, respectively with
the oxidation aging scheme.
The condensation-coagulation aging is affected by the atmospheric concentrations of sulfuric acid (Liu et al., 2011).
The longest hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion lifetimes
for carbonaceous aerosols are found over the remote regions
where the atmospheric concentrations of sulfuric acid are
low. The condensation-coagulation aging scheme also has
significant impacts on the model simulations of carbonaceous aerosols, with increases in model simulated concentrations of BC and OC over tropical regions as well as the Arctic by up to 0.05 and 0.25 µg C m−3 , respectively. With the
condensation-coagulation aging scheme, global average burdens and lifetimes for BC and OC increase by 25 and 13 %,
respectively.
In general, the chemical oxidation aging dominates over
the high latitudes, in particular the polar regions, while the
condensation-coagulation aging effects are more important
for the tropical and midlatitude continental regions. By accounting for both the chemical and physical aging effects,
the global average atmospheric lifetimes of BC and OC are
found to be 6.31 and 4.70 days respectively, increasing by 9
and 3 % respectively from the control simulations using the
old aging scheme. Consequentially, the global atmospheric
burdens of BC and OC increase by 9 and 3 % respectively
compared to the control model runs. In the mean time, large
increases in BC and OC concentrations (by up to 22 and
15 %, respectively) are found in the Southern Hemisphere
compared to the control runs.
The combined aging scheme likely overestimates the overall aging rate since it simply linearly sums up the reaction rate coefficients from both oxidation and condensationcoagulation aging mechanisms but does not account for the
competition effects of these two aging processes (Croft et al.,
2005). Accounting for the competition effects would reduce
the aging rate and further increase the atmospheric burdens
of BC and OC.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/6329/2013/
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Comparisons of the model simulated BC and OC against
ground-based observational data show that the updated aging schemes improve model performance, especially in the
tropical regions or remote areas in the Northern Hemisphere,
although significant model underestimates still exist. These
improvements could help explain the systematic and persistent low model bias for carbonaceous aerosols in the Northern Hemisphere that have been reported in the literature (e.g.,
Heald et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2013). However, the updated aging schemes do not help model-observation comparisons in the Southern Hemisphere since model results generally overestimate BC in these regions. The causes for the
model overestimate on BC in the Southern Hemisphere is
beyond the scope of this study, but one likely contributing
factor is insufficient wet scavenging in the models (Schwarz
et al., 2010). On the other hand, the obviously contradicting
model performance (overestimates vs. underestimates) in the
Southern Hemisphere and Northern Hemisphere (in particular those areas close to the source regions) indicates that
there must be multiple factors (such as emission inventories,
meteorological fields, wet scavenging parameterization) contributing to the model-data discrepancies for carbonaceous
aerosols.
The updated aging schemes also have significant implications for the estimates on model calculated carbonaceous
aerosols’ continental outflow. Our sensitivity model simulations show that the contributions of Asian emissions to background BC and OC in remote regions more than double with
the updated aging scheme. The large increases in simulated
BC and OC in remote regions with the updated aging scheme
imply that the intercontinental transport of BC and OC and
the anthropogenic influences on remote regions (such as the
polar regions) could be significantly underestimated in previous modeling studies. There are additional factors (such as
the meteorology and wet deposition parameterization used in
the models) that could affect the model calculated intercontinental transport but these are not explored in this study.
For easy implementation in global models, we have also
tested a simplified aging scheme by tripling the a priori hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion lifetimes for carbonaceous aerosols from 1.15 to 3.45 days. Compared with
the control runs, the global average atmospheric lifetimes
(and burdens) of BC and OC increase by 43 and 24 %, respectively. This simple treatment produces the largest perturbations to the model simulated carbonaceous aerosols and
shows the best agreement when compared with observations
in the Northern Hemisphere.
There are very limited experimental data available on the
aging of carbonaceous aerosols, and the chamber results
(Pöschl et al., 2001) used for chemical aging in this study are
most representative for BC, but not necessarily for OC. The
strong sensitivities of the model simulations of carbonaceous
aerosols to the aging schemes indicate that further studies on
the aging carbonaceous aerosol are needed to better under-
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stand the effects of carbonaceous aerosol on climate, atmospheric composition and air quality.
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